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The decision of the Tribunal was as follows:-
 
This appeal came before the Tribunal by way of an employer appealing against the decision of
the rights commissioner reference r-090597-pw-10/DI dated 16th November 2010.
 
For clarification purposes the appellant is referred to as the employer and the respondent as the
employee
 
 
 



Determination
 
The employee’s terms of employment are clear in that they provide her salary would

increasefrom  €37,000.00  per  annum  to  €39,000.00  per  annum  from  30 th  April  2009  on

satisfactory review  of  performance.   No  evidence  was  submitted  by  the  employer  to

show  that  the employee’s performance at that time was unsatisfactory. The employer argued

that the terms ofemployment agreed with the employee were subject to increased income from

consulting fees.  While the document of April 2008 did provide for rises in consulting and

review fees, it is notstated  that  the  employee’s  wages  are  conditional  on  increase  in

consultancy  and  review  fees generating a particular amount of income.
 
Having considered the submissions by both parties the Tribunal finds the employee should be
compensated for the non-payment of her contractual wage increase over the pay periods
between the 1st of May 2009 and the 10th of March 2010 in the amount of €816.60 net.

 
The employee’s contract of employment provided that she had an entitlement to the “Equivalent

of  Plan  D  VHI  Healthcare  to  be  provided  by  the  employer”.   The  employer  argu ed that by
paying the cost of Plan B the employee has received her full entitlement as Plan B is the
equivalent of Plan D for all day cases and admissions.  While there are parts of Plan B that have
comparable benefits with Plan D the Tribunal does not accept that Plan B is equivalent to Plan
D in all respects.   The Tribunal finds that this payment to be an emolument and not a benefit in
kind and therefore requires  the  employer  to  pay  the  employee  the  sum  of  €1,050  in

compensation for the non-payment of her VHI allowance. 

 
The Tribunal therefore affirms the decision of the Rights Commissioner under the Payment of
Wages Act, 1991 and the appeal fails.
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